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lenges to traditional interpretations of male homosexuality in colonial societies. The
dangers of persecution coerced many desiring same-sex relations into inhibition, if
not outright denial. In some cases, however—whether because the arm of the Inquisition lacked a thorough investigative capacity or because the marginal nature of the
society attracted individuals more tolerant of “deviant” behavior—male homosexuals acted more openly than they did in areas with more rigid social control described
in chapters by Luiz Mott and David Higgs.
Although the interpretations and use of data are generally strong, at times the
writing is heavily peppered with the language of postmodernism. The reader without some basic understanding of postmodern theoretical constructs will be challenged in some places. Another minor weakness has to do with the conclusions.
Some of the chapters end abruptly, perhaps betraying their genesis as parts of larger
works or indicating that the authors wanted to continue with their discussions
beyond the space allotted. The use of specialized language and somewhat abrupt
conclusions does not in anyway detract from the overall high quality of the volume,
however.
Infamous Desire stands alone as an anthology of cutting-edge research on male
homosexuality and male same-sex desire in Portuguese and Spanish America. Sigal
provides the connective tissue to draw the different chapters into a logical and
coherent whole. The book is essential reading for students of sexuality speciﬁcally
and for colonialists in general. It adds important voices to the growing scholarship
on sexuality. Consequently, the book would serve well in graduate seminars and
undergraduate upper-division courses alike.

robinson herrera, Florida State University
The Motorcycle Diaries: Notes on a Latin American Journey.
By ernesto che guevara. New York: Ocean Press, 2003. Photographs.
Appendix. 175 pp. Paper, $14.95.
Has the Che cult really reached the proportions where not only a new edition, but
a new translation, of one of his relatively minor works is necessary? Verso ﬁrst published The Motorcycle Diariess in English translation in 1995. Eight years later, Ocean
Press has released a new edition of this travelogue as part of its Cuba series and
in association with the Che Guevara Studies Center in Havana. Whereas Verso
marketed it as “Easy Riderr meets Das Kapital,”
l Ocean Press advertises that the diary
is “now a major motion picture from Robert Redford and Walter Salles.” This
“expanded edition” includes a preface in which Aleida Guevara discusses the rediscovery of her famous father in the diary, as well as unpublished photos that Che took
during the trip.
The Motorcycle Diariess chronicles the second of Guevara’s three forays away
from his home in Buenos Aires and toward a discovery of Latin America. The ﬁrst
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trip in 1950 took him to northern Argentina, where for the ﬁrst time he witnessed
ﬁrsthand the depths of poverty that plagued the region. The third trip in 1953 led
him to witness the aftermath of the 1952 MNR revolution in Bolivia and the fall of
the Arbenz government in Guatemala in 1954. Those events politicized him to the
point where he joined Fidel Castro’s guerrilla war against the Batista dictatorship
in Cuba.
On this second trip, Che traveled with his friend Alberto Granado on a motorcycle nicknamed “La Poderosa II.” A year shy of ﬁ nishing his medical degree,
here the future revolutionary is a college dropout looking for adventure. The trip,
based on the principle of improvisation (p. 33), took him from Argentina through
Chile, Peru, Colombia, Venezuela, and ﬁnally to Miami. The Verso book ended
with Che’s father describing a rather miserable month Che spent in Miami. The
Ocean Press edition, unfortunately, stops the travel diary in Venezuela and then
concludes on a more inspirational note—Che’s reﬂections on his travels years later
to a group of Cuban students. The book is perhaps mistitled, because after crashing
the overloaded bike as many as nine times in one day, it ﬁnally gave up the ghost
in Chile, only about a third of the way into the story. From there, the chronically
broke friends hitched rides on the back of trucks and bummed food and shelter off
friendly souls they met along the way. Finally, Che traveled to Miami and back to
Argentina in a cargo plane.
Although these diaries present a “prepolitical” Che, they also reveal the roots
of his ideology in formation. For example, when meeting an old woman struggling
with asthma complicated by an impoverished environment, the Argentine longs for
“a change to prevent the injustice of a system” that failed to meet this person’s needs
(p. 70). The brutality of the Chuquicamata mines in northern Chile led the future
guerrilla to conclude that communism “was no more than a natural longing for
something better” (p. 78). Visiting the Machu Picchu ruins and, more importantly,
traveling in the company of indigenous peasants led Che to recognize “a race still
ﬁghting for its identity” (p. 118).
The two friends and medical students spent several days with Hugo Pesce,
a doctor working in a leper colony in Peru. Pesce was a founder of the Peruvian
Socialist Party and a close colleague of José Carlos Mariátegui. Che does not detail
the content of their conversations, but given his marked disinterest in medicine as
a profession, it is safe to assume that they probably discussed politics and Latin
America’s social situation more than speciﬁc treatment of illnesses. In editing his
notes after the trip, Che prefaces his story with the observation that “ ‘our America
with a capital A’ has changed me more than I thought” (p. 32). These experiences
broke him out of the isolation of his middle-class upbringing and were formative in
shaping his ideology.
Che aﬁcionados will, of course, want to read his Motorcycle Diariess (if they have
not already done so in the Verso edition). In a preface, his widow, Aleida March,
notes that in these pages emerges “the extraordinary change which takes place in
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him as he discovers Latin America” (p. 4
4). Her comments suggest that an interesting
undergraduate essay assignment might be to examine how this early work provides
a model for his more ideological essays. Although the content changes, the style
remains the same. For class adoption, however, most professors will want to stick
with one of his later, more political writings—such as Episodes of the Cuban Revolutionary War,
r Guerrilla Warfare, Bolivian Diary, or even Ocean Press’s Che Guevara
Reader.
r
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Negotiated Empires: Centers and Peripheries in the Americas, 1500–1820. Edited by
christine daniels and michael v.
v kennedy. New York: Routledge, 2002.
Tables. Notes. Index. vii, 328 pp. Paper, $19.95.
In the past decade, there has been a modest boom in comparative studies of Latin
American frontiers, with edited volumes by David J. Weber and Jane M. Rausch
(Where Cultures Meet: Frontiers in Latin American History, 1994) and Donna J. Guy
and Thomas E. Sheridan (Contested Ground: Comparative Frontiers on the Northern
and Southern Edges of the Spanish Empire, 1998). In one sense, Negotiated Empires
expands those comparisons by including chapters on Dutch, French, and British
colonies in the Americas as well. In another sense, however, the volume directs
attention away from frontiers by emphasizing relations between colonial peripheries and European cores. As a result, Native Americans move to the background
as negotiations between Euroamericans and Europeans reclaim the foreground.
With the exception of David Weber’s superb “Bourbons and Bárbaros: Center and
Periphery in the Reshaping of Spanish Indian Policy,” the authors do not focus on
Native American strategies in the global chess game of European colonialism.
Negotiated Empiress developed out of a conference at Michigan State University
in 1997 organized by Amy Turner Bushnell, an avowed Spanish borderlander, and
Jack Greene, a historian of the British Empire in North America. “The volume’s
premise is that the concepts of centerr and periphery may be usefully applied to the
historical understanding of colonial centers and their peripheries in the early modern Americas,” they write in their introduction (p. 3). They trace the brief history of
core-periphery models, including Wallerstein’s inﬂuential world systems theory. In
contrast to Wallerstein and his followers, however, all the contributors to Negotiated
Empiress emphasize the creativity and resiliency of the colonies and the limitations
of imperial authority. More emphasis on Native American geopolitics would have
sharpened and deepened their critiques of European hegemony embedded in world
systems theory.
The ﬁrst ﬁve essays, by Amy Bushnell, John TePaske, Ida Altman, John J. Johnson and Susan Socolow, and David Weber, examine core-periphery dynamics in the
Spanish Americas. A. J. R. Russell-Wood and Mary Karasch follow with two chap-

